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- Outreach Events
  - 24 Presentations in Guam :: 3921 Students
  - Research Aircraft Open House :: 300 Visitors
  - Media Event :: 4 crews
  - Radio Talk Show & TV Clip
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- Undergraduate & Graduate Student Involvement*
  - 1 Undergraduate
  - 7 Graduate
  - 1 Postdoc
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- Internet-based Outreach
  - 7 CONTRAST Outreach Webpages
  - 906 views of all EO pages (Google Analytics 1.12.13 – 3.17.14)
  - Quick Questions for CONTRAST PIs most popular, 204 Views
  - 24 Facebook Posts
  - 1 YouTube Video, now playing at UCAR Mesa Lab Visitor Center

- Collaborations
  - UCAR Communications: Scientists to Examine Pacific’s Global Chimney, generated 30+ other media pieces
  - UCAR Spark: activities on the CONTRAST Educational Resources page
THANK YOU TO ALL WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE EDUCATION & OUTREACH EFFORTS!

It was so successful because of your input and participation.